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A sampling of last year’s

Prairie Light Review selections

The Humanities Society Publication,

introduced on campus last year, has lent

itself to the nurturing and appreciation

of poetry, short story, essay, art and

photography at the College of DuPage

and we heartily encourage you to share

your creative talents with others.

Send your selections to the Prairie

Light Review, Kim Kyp, editor or contact

Allan B. Carter, faculty adviser at ext.

2124.
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Once there was a man

who was tall and strong

and held bis ideals

in a tightly clenched fist.

Once there was a woman

who saw this man
and when their eyes met

they quickly turned away.

But it was too late —
their souls had spoken.

They started to circle one another

— big ones at first

then they got smaller

and smaller

till one day

late at night

they reached out

and gently held hands.

At just that moment

a tiny little star

came floating down from the sky

and landed in their hands.

They looked in each other's eyes

and this time they didn’t turn away.

This man and this woman

shared their dreams

and secrets

and they played

and laughed

and loved

until she got busy

and he grew tired

and he got busier

and she grew weary

and they stopped playing

and didn 't dream so m uch anymore

and their precious little star grew dim.

The man shouted. "Look what happened!

but he was tired and heavy

and wanted to lay down their star.

The woman woke up and cried, "No!"

she wanted to protect it

cup it gently in their hands

till it grew strong again.

But the man said, "No, we must

watch it from a distance

to see if it comes back to us.
”

The woman was scared

and she cried.

The star never returned to

the man and the woman
— it fluttered a few times

but it eventually burned out —
and the whole universe grew dimmer

without the light

of that one liny little star

Annette Selsavage

IN THE WIDE HORIZON
Glaring, the sun deepened

into the sky’s pocket.

Its brilliant glows back-dropped

the jaded hills.

Pine skeletons crocheted

a mirrored pond —
then a dark-coated mare

stole its place . . .

AnnKrischon

Algenon, You Hairy Beast, I Love You

While the billowing clouds

puff the final scents ofsummer.

The evening breeze matts yourfur

As you sit in your ‘‘just so” way

on the sun dried grass.

Algenon, you hairy beast, I admire you.

The Spring dabbles dew

on yourfurry paws.

The tulips tingle

to your unearthly charm.

The lake ripples in harmony

with your musical bark.

Algenon, you hairy beast, Iam devoted to you.

The day you ran

from the warmth of our home,

I wept and wept

for you to come back

And when you finally returned,

I drop-kicked your small body

across the itchen.

‘‘Purely out of love, “I whispered

into your ringing ears.

The birds chirped,

and the stars circled overhead.

But you understood

Algenon, you hairy beast, I lave you,
Neesley

GRAFFITI

Undoubtedly it’s perversion

that makes me write your name

on every wall

of every public place

or private.
.

In library books, on bus windows,

carved in a chocolate cake

and in salt split on the tabletop.

Sadly, I can’t stop, even though

I know
you are above reading messages

furtively left you

on an unsigned wall.

Kathy Schmidt

nebula
Veils of dust and gas

Excited by a central star

Become
A source of light within

A bejeweled nebula.

Like verses are these threads of gas and dust.

Contracting, increasing in density, painfully shaping.

Yet becoming unraveled in an auroraed wind.

Marie Ford
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The Achievement of Love

Begin wxth people, laugh, dance, music in the air.

Eyes upon eyes, ears upon ears, andfeet uponfeet
Minds intertwine, hearts mingle, sould collide.

Talk arouses, feelings excite, hands touch.

Life begins, activity increases, joy mounts.
Days upon days go by, the rain becomes the sun,
the weeds into flowers, and like into love.

End with people, laugh, dance, music in the air.

Two bodies into one soul,

The spirit of love upon love, joy upon joy,

and beauty upon beauty.

And again it begins, a new beginning at each dawn
ofanew sun.

The love becomes the circle, the joy into the high,

and the beauty into the ecstasy.

freebird
Deborah Thomas

Haiku In 4/4.

Seventeen syllables.

Can I say anything worthwhile?
I doubt it.

Staccato profundity

Or spastic pretension ?

Who gives a damn?

Let 's give it a shot.

Try to fill up the void.

Tm ready ifyou are.

“The girl smiled and handed me a weasel sandwich.
“‘Haiku.’

'“You’re welcome.’’’

by Tammy Wyenott

ONCE CONDUCTOR

Frank, the craggy skin-stretched skull

who is all arms, brain veins,

and a bundle of ageless nerves.

A portrait ofmine own,

most eccentricklee.

The conductor, in SO years, I will be.

Timing every anthem,

checking off every item

on the master rehearsal plan

as the symphonic chorale of 6

wonders.
“AH right, now, people, you see, watch

me, up here, you see, for the phrasing and

dont’ taper off . .

.’’

The flail with a powerful

full handed tremolo

and the necessary delusions to proceed.

And still rasping,

50 years from now,

at the 4 altos, I bass

and one experimenter,

and a young eye and ear at the keyboard.

I will be free, you see, to proceed.

And not taper off.

Frigidare

I opened your door with tenderness

Pulled at it with style

Anticipating all the while

To find within your hold

The fruits for which my labor’s sold

Soothing wine to quench my thirst

Food for which my hunger cursed

Light to guide my hand within

Power to let my life begin

The feast I sought

The one I miss

Only to find cold dark emptiness

Scott Barnard

Greek Gods — Roman ones too

Mythological creatures encompass you

Startled from perception

Agony will flee

Danced with confusion

Ofhow you are thee

Triggers the force within

Captures the moment you can win

Dare say you not believe

Seek truth and perceive

Know thine own self true

Be as those who made you

Lee Kesselman Joan Bingham

SCIENTIFIC CHALLENGE

Sing praise to the power of coUee!

That oh-so-refreshing drink.

That clears early morning cobwebs.

Enabling the mind to think.

Were it not for this wonderful beverage

How tired, how droopy I d be.

A daily excuse for a work-break,

and the donuts we all
.

This medium for friendship and gossip

adds warm fragrance to any room.

So, sing out the glories ofcoHee! ^
Let your pancreas do

what it

There’s no better

to help me through the aay.

O men of science, please find a placebo.

Sedation for an overworked libido,

A wonder drug to heal a wounded ego.

Dream up an unrequited — love injection,

A cue not a cold but cold rejection.

An antidote against man ’s non-affection.

Forget the smearproof lipsticks, smoothing lotions.

Invent, instead some good face-saving potions.

Unguents and oils to smooth disturbed emotions.

Come, boys, concoct a cooling balm

To guarantee platonic calm,

A numbing shot of anesthesia

To offset masculine amnesia.

Vaccines that might innoculate us

Against the male who would deflate us.

To counteract a potent lack

. . . and anti-aphrodisiac.

Get with it, friends, and give us, for a start

A tranquilizer for the troubled heart.

Kathy Schmidt
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Essay

Kill That Spider

by Adnan Hakim

(Reflections From LebononJ

If you were to stand in your backyard, you would have as

many insects, of all sizes and shapes, under your feet that

may number as many as 1,000 times the number of living

humans today.

Imagine yourself as an earthworm, sitting inside its hole,

when suddenly, a tremendous amount of pressure falls direct-

ly on top, causing your home to collapse. What would it feel

like?

How many times in your life have you had the pleasure of

smudging an intruding spider against the wall? What kind of

screech would that spider have given if it could, when seeing

that monstrous foot-like object, falling on top of its eight-eyed

head?

What kind of pain do all those creatures below our feet

suffer daily, unheard? What would a little grasshopper feel

when someone shoves a big blade of grass into its mouth? Or

an ant with its lower end cut off, not knowing what had

happened?

Reflections on the Journey

Don’t be angry because you have not made the whole

journey. For the journey is nought but a series of steps. As long

as one foot follows the other, no matter how slowly, the journey

is underway. There is no shame in traveling slowly, for those

who move too quickly oft miss the true pleasures of the voyage.

Travel, then, quickly enough to be content with your own pro-

gress. There is no call for anything more, nor justification for

anything less. He is the fool who strives to travel at the other

man’s pace; for if that were meant to be he would surely have

been given the other man’s feet. Move quickly enough to see,

when looking back from time to time, that distance has indeed

been covered. But do not move so swiftly that you arrive at the

end of the road all out of breath, unable to recall the events

you’ve encountered and those who’ve crossed your path along

the way. For that is folly most regretted. And moreover, be

wary not to move so quickly that you arrive at your journey’s

end alone, for it is surely a one way voyage. One is never

granted the privilege of going back to pick up those who have

been left behind in haste.

by Peter McCarthy

You know, sometimes I wonder if we aren’t in the same
situation that those insects are in. I wonder if we’re not just

sitting on a ball, floating in a darkened room, with a couple of

candles here and there, while our creator watches through a
glass window.

I wonder if we’re not only experimental objects, sitting

around in a laboratory, just like many other laboratories. All

those people suffering, dying, crying, and also dying of

hunger and of famine, of wickedness, of wars, or just by
mistake.

You know what? We are. We are guinea pigs, sitting in a

cage, limited to the webs that we weave, being experimented

upon.

We learn as life continues, that further ahead, along the

road of eternity, some will succeed and others will fail. Some
will survive the test, to go on to the next stage of experiment-

ing, while others will fail and be stepped upon, dying away,
fading into the great disposal incinerator, where they will

burn, lighting up the way for the coming generation of

spiders. The generation that will move through the crowds,

the smoke and the smell of burnt flesh, trying to make it to

the ultimate goal; to make a little web on your mirror, so that

in the morning, you would have the honor of using your

slippers upon it once again, forgetting that you are subject to

be treated the same as well.

Prairie Light Review welcomes Poetry, Short Story, Essay,

Art and Photography.
Submissions may be sent to the publication, c/o Courier

Barn.

Guidelines are as follows:

All poetry, short story or essay must be typewritten,

doublespaced and be accompanied by a cover page staling name,

address, phone and title of work. Short stories cannot e.sceed 15

double spaced, typewritten pages.

Art (drawings) cannot exceed 2'x 2' sized sheet.

Photography requires an 8" x 10” or smaller glossy black

and white photograph. Color photos may be converted into a

black and white half-tone upon selection. Photos of art objects

are also acceptable.

For further details, contact Kim Kyp, editor. Ext 2113.

Information sheets are available in the humanities and
Liberal Arts Office, Room 3098 A. Allan B. Carter, faculty
adviser.


